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The essential handbook for everyone who is fascinated by the Tarot.The origins of the Tarot are

shrouded in mystery. Some believe that the cards originated in India, while other trace their

beginnings back to the sacred books of the ancient Egyptians. Everything from Greek religions to

Arabian philosophies to Jewish Kabbalah has been detected in Tarot symbols, which some believe

to contain the secrets of the universe and hold the key to human nature.The origins of the Tarot are

shrouded in mystery. Some believe that the cards originated in India, while others trace their

beginnings back to the sacred books of the ancient Egyptians. Everything from Greek religions to

Arabian philosophies to Jewish Kabbalah has been detected in Tarot symbols, which some believe

to contain the secrets of the universe and hold the key to human nature.Tarot Decoder traces the

meaning and imagery of the cards down through the centuries, starting with the best-known early

decks and culminating with the present-day fascination with mysticism and the unexplained.

Featured inside are illustrations of beautiful ancient Tarot decks as well as fine contemporary

examples from all over the world.Several methods of laying the cards are explained, ranging from a

simple three-card reading to the more complicated forty-two-card method. Readers will develop their

Tarot skills in a number of ways by learning how to:Decode the symbols of each card and learn how

to get deeper, more personalized readingsFind out how the Tarot can fulfill your psychic potential,

and learn to forecast your luck, your love life, your career prospects, and your financesUnderstand

the roles of the readers and questioner, and discover how to interpret each of the twenty-two cards

of the major arcana and the fifty-six cards of the minor arcanaTarot Decoder is an enlightening and

highly enjoyable guide to this mystical practice that will reveal the secrets behind the symbols and

help you make accurate and meaningful interpretations.
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Kathleen McCormack was a sixth-generation psychic. She found success first as a recording artist,

selling over a million albums in Australia. She taught the Tarot in universities in Sydney before

moving to England, where she lectured, gave personal readings, and wrote books.

I love this book as it translates what each card means in each position of a ten card spread. Also

how the meaning changes depending on the surrounding cards. Its very easy to follow having many

pictures. This book has expanded my understanding of tarot reading exponentially.

good book with good info, I am doing a clay series on each card and this is good reference

This is the BEST tarot decoder I have found. It gives different descriptions, and different layouts for

the cards. Very specific, and is great for a beginner! I ripped my old copy and just needed a new

one

I have brought books about the tarot, but they seem quite complicated. Never really laying any

ground for on whichthe reader could build on unless you have some experience.This is what buying

books are all about . Informing thereader about the subject and laying the groundwork toreference

other books. I am grateful to finally find a booklike this on tarot. Now I have a concept of how to

readthem.

Each card meaning is given according to its position on the Celtic cross spread! Excellent!

As I am new to reading Tarot I found this book very informative because the descriptions of the

cards are described in simple terms that are easy to understand, without going into to much detail

that can be overbearing. The thing that I enjoyed most is that even the negative cards were

described in a positive way.

Nice



This book helps you to interpret the tarot cards in both upright and upside down positions. I like the

details and how it described the cards so well. I did see an accuracy in my tarot card readings after

reading this book. I use this book as my go to book to read in more detail about certain tarot cards.
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